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EUROZONE: UNEMPLOYMENT DOWNTREND 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

Eurozone unemployment rate, %, sa, May 2014 
 
Actual:  11.6 
Previous: 11.6 (revised down from 11.7) 
Consensus: 11.7 
Berenberg: 11.7 
 
Despite the apparent slowdown in growth momentum in the second quarter, Eurozone unemployment continued its de-
cline. In May, overall unemployment fell by 28k to 18.552m leaving the unemployment rate unchanged at (downrevised) 
11.6%. From its peak above 19m in April last year, unemployment has now dropped by 540k. 
 
Recent trends were unchanged. Unemployment fell by 23k in Spain and 14k in Portugal, highlighting the progress these 
reformed former crisis countries are making. Portugal’s unemployment rate at 14.3% was the lowest since November 2011. 
As employment contracts have become more flexible in these countries and unit labour costs have fallen, companies are 
more confident in hiring at an earlier stage of the recovery. Emigration and older people giving up the job search may be 
contributing factors, but jobs growth dominates. Countries which had less ambitious reforms fared less well. In Italy, unem-
ployment increased by 25k after a couple of declines in previous months. The same applied to French unemployment, 
which increased by 7k. 
 
Unemployment in Germany continued its gradual decline on Eurostat’s internationally harmonised measure, staying at 
only 5.1%. However, today’s national data release for June painted a slightly mixed picture. Germany’s employment contin-
ued its surge, both overall (+21k in May) and in core jobs (+35k in April), while unemployment on the national measure 
actually increased in both May and June, by 25k and 9k, respectively. That might be more of a sign of companies not finding 
the right skills in the remaining pool of unemployed and thus labour market tightness, however, than of a genuine slow-
down. 

 
We expect Eurozone unemployment to continue its gradual decline over the coming months and year, with reformed 
former crisis countries leading the way and France falling behind unless it starts more serious reforms. Slack in the economy 
remains plenty, weighing on the inflation outlook and giving the ECB ample room to maintain its accommodative stance 
into 2016. 
 
Chart: Unemployment falling 

 
Change in Euro18 unemployment, thousands, 3m average 
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Eurozone 18 unemployment 

sa MAY APR MAR FEB JAN DEC 

UE rate (%) 11.6 11.6 11.7 11.7 11.8 11.8 

UE change (k) -28 -106 -85 -89 102 -176 
 


